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R Is your business seasonal?

Scott Trout: It’s cyclical. But we do see
obviously a big slowdown in December,
and then it goes crazy in January. You
can come up with a number of different reasons, that it’s obviously because
of the holidays or Christmas, but we
see a big pickup also right before school
starts because you have all those people
that are complaining about, you know,
relocations or choice of schools because
they have an agreement in their divorce
decree or they don’t and they’re separating. But it is up and down. And that
may be the difficult part for practicing
lawyers — having that cyclical nature of
business.
Kirk Stange: I would agree that
December can be a slow time in terms
of divorce filings. It’s not very romantic to tell your spouse that you’re going

to be getting divorced before the holidays. So I do see a lot of people holding
off through December. I generally see
that trickle into January to some extent
as well. I think harsh weather sometimes can cause folks to not come in early in January. But in the spring, with tax
refund time, we see a huge influx of cases coming. So at some point in February
or March, the business seems to come
in pretty steady, and then really doesn’t
stop until sometime in December.
Marta Papa: It is absolutely cyclical. I
see more difficult clients, more angry clients and more difficulty in settling cases around certain times of year. It’s an
unusual fact, but my phone rings more
on the day after Valentine’s Day than any
other day of the year. And people are calling in because they didn’t get a good Valentine’s Day present. That’s just the last
straw. They’ve really been thinking about

it for one or two years and holding off
through Christmas and the holidays and
then waiting for something romantic and
reaffirming. And in February or around
Valentine’s Day, when they don’t get it,
it’s “Forget it, I’m filing for divorce.”
Amy Hoch Hogenson: I look at it
as more consistent and not seasonal.
I think of it that way since new cases
come in all year round because problems
in marriages do not exist at only certain
times of the year. Understandably, problems in marriages can escalate during
certain time periods, like holidays, the
start of school, or at other stressful
times, but marital problems exist year
round, thus the business of a family law
attorney in my practice is consistent.
R the economy’s picking up a
little bit. Does that have an
impact on divorce?

Amy Hoch Hogenson: I believe it has
evoked greater confidence in people
for moving forward with a divorce and
thus an increase in divorce filings. Previously, the downturn in the economy
stopped people from filing for dissolution because they lacked the financial resources to proceed and, in many
instances, were having to rely on family
and friends for resources to help support the divorce litigation and support
the individual party while the litigation
was pending.
Kirk Stange: That’s exactly right.
For some folks, down economic times
and financial struggles can lead to a lot
of adversity and can ultimately lead to
divorce. Fighting over money trouble can
cause a lot of marital discord. After all,
when couples don’t do well financially, they can tend to fight over financial
decisions. They’ll often have totally dif-
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ferent viewpoints in terms of how money should be spent in the marriage.
Scott Trout: The economy is like consumerism. When they think that they
shouldn’t be buying something, they get
a little bit tighter in their ability to go in
an optional divorce. And I separate them
because you have these emotional divorces where they just don’t want to try; and
then you have the divorces that are by
reason of necessity, because you have violence and other things that are requiring them to do it. But I did an interview
during the recession with the Wall Street
Journal, and they asked, “Well, guys can’t
afford it, can they?” And I said, “The guys
can’t afford not to do it.” If they change
their mindset from consumerism to pro-

with assets and debts. In other words,
they’ve got to list everything with specificity. A prenuptial agreement can’t be
entered with fraud, duress or undue
influence taking place. And it’s important for it not to be a shotgun prenuptial agreement. It’s got to be completed some reasonable length of time in
advance of the wedding. There also has
to be consideration for the prenuptial
agreement. In other words, both parties have to be giving up something. It
can’t just be so one-sided that one party gains nothing from it. Additional-

ly, parties should go back and look at
that prenuptial agreement years later. It might be that circumstances have
changed or the finances have changed
such that the prenuptial agreement
needs to be adjusted in some capacity
to ensure that it’s going to be enforceable. A prenuptial agreement might not
have been unconscionable at the time it
was entered. However, five years or 10
years later when things have changed
so substantially, there might be a risk
that a court could later deem it unconscionable just based on changed cir-

cumstances. Thus, it’s important for
parties to get with their attorney and go
through the prenuptial agreement years
later to make sure that it’s really up-todate and enforceable today.
Amy Hoch Hogenson: I think family
law lawyers should examine a prenuptial agreement at its inception by considering in what ways would you challenge
the prenuptial agreement? Specifically, as a family law attorney, at the time
Continued on next Page
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Family law litigation can be gut-wrenching
for those going through it. For the clients, they
feel like their life is put on pause. Suddenly, everything is hanging in the balance. In a divorce, a
client may be worried about how custody of their
children will work. They may be worried about
how they will come out financially at the end of
the case. They may be worried about child support. They may be worried about spousal maintenance. They may wonder how they can pay their
attorney’s fees.

I think a prenup has to be
looked at as a business
transaction. It’s a contract
that you’re entering into.
amy hoch hogenson,
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tectionism and are thinking about what is
the best move for them, it does change it.
So we didn’t really see much of an effect
with the economy now or then. It does
tighten their ability to pay. No doubt. But
I think when you look at the differences
between what I call the optional divorce
and the required divorce, you would see
some economic effect.
R How can you ensure a prenup
or postnuptial agreement to
protect your business in the
event of a divorce really is
valid and will be enforced by
the courts?

Kirk Stange: It’s important that both
sides have an attorney. That’s a critical
piece to having a prenuptial agreement
enforced. It’s important that both parties engage in a full and fair disclosure

The reality is that having faith can be vital
Call us at
in family law litigation. It is also vital for a client
855.805.0595
to hire an attorney with whom they feel comfortor visit
able. They then need to develop a comprehensive
strategy in terms of how they will put the client’s www.stangelawfirm.com
best foot forward to have the best possible chance
at getting that X, Y or Z result that they desire.
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trust that their attorney is doing everything they
can. They also need to understand that approximately 50-percent divorce rates, and 40-percent
out-of wedlock birthrates, that court dockets are
often backed-up. This means that it can take time
to have their case move along toward resolution.

Some parties are not able to resolve their
case through collaborative law or mediation, although this is a good option that most should
consider. But for those who do not think this is
workable, the litigation process can be tortuous.
For many, they just want the case to end as quickThis is not always true, but for many, those
ly as possible. They want the pain to stop. They who have faith end up being relatively satisfied
want to be able to move on with their lives.
about the process. They at least feel as if the case
was adequately prepared, that no stones were left
At the same time, many of these clients unturned that they had an opportunity to be heard
want a very specific result. They have looked at and that the process is fair. This is in contrast to
their case in depth and may feel as if X, Y or Z those who wonder “what if?” as it relates to aspects
result must happen for the benefit of their family of their case because they ultimately moved to a
and children. At the same time, they want this re- swift outcome that did not come close to meeting
sult to happen quickly because the court-process their goals.
feels painful and expensive.
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of the divorce, am I going to challenge
the prenuptial agreement on fraud, lack
of due diligence, or the inadequacy in
the timing of the prenuptial agreement?
Another consideration is what state’s
law will govern the determination of
conscionability, in other words, whether or not the prenuptial agreement is
considered fair. Missouri is a state that
determines conscionability at the time of
the signing of the prenuptial agreement,
while other states determine conscionability at the time of the divorce. Obviously, each situation is unique but the
result of that determination could greatly impact the result. Depending on what
you are seeking protection for in the
prenuptial agreement, there needs to be
consideration for which state’s rules will
govern conscionability. It is important to
be mindful of all of those concerns.
Scott Trout: One of the things you
want to disclose is existing agreements
that you have. That’s part of your full
disclosure that may impact the ultimate
division or income or buying a future
share in a prenuptial agreement. But
moreover, we want to make sure that
the spouse has competent legal counsel. And so oftentimes, we’ll tell a client, “You need to pay for it. You need
to give them the money and let them
choose,” making sure that they have it.
And I think every client should be looking at how could I break this prenuptial
agreement? And then once we determine that it’s most likely fair, reasonable, entered freely, fairly, we use that
word “conscionable,” both in execution
and in what it provides in content, then
you can sign it. But try to break it first
before you sign it. And if you can break
it, then you’ve got to add another provision, something that’s more fair in that.
R What happens when the
prenup was driven either by a
business partner or a parent?
Does that change things?

Scott Trout: Parents obviously, we
see that a lot. They come in for an initial

consultation, usually it’s a younger client
who maybe isn’t so financially mature.
They’re living at home. It complicates
matters, especially with prenups. I think
any time you involve a third party or
even a partner, when you have a partnership agreement where they require it,
even on a postnuptial, we’ve seen after
marriage, partners are saying, “Look,
I don’t want to do business with you
unless you get a postnuptial agreement.”
It does complicate matters, but I think
especially in a postnuptial, where you’re
going to have to have significantly greater consideration as a result of this third
party coming into play.
Amy Hoch Hogenson: I think a prenup has to be looked at as a business
transaction. It’s a contract that you’re
entering into. And the problem with
third parties is that it becomes personal. It becomes personal related to family,
land or money or other things. And that
emotional aspect makes it difficult to
reconcile with the business aspect.
Kirk Stange: Obviously, if you have
a third party trying to assert himself or
herself in the negotiation of a prenuptial
agreement, it can complicate it. For any
attorney, it’s important to represent their
client and their client’s interests only.
Marta Papa: I’ve come across that

situation not so much where the parties getting divorced are naive or not
financially savvy, but where the head
of the family owns the business, and it
employs a lot of family members, and
it’s a line of succession, and the person
getting married is the son of the owner, and the owner wants to protect the
corporation from the son’s wife. Not
that he distrusts her or doesn’t like her,
but he doesn’t want lose it to his child’s
spouse. And so I had those senior members of the corporation insist on a prenup and weigh in so much in favor of
their biological family member that it
tends to make the prenup hard to write
in a conscionable way. It can’t be that
one party gets everything and the other
party doesn’t get anything.
R So, when clients ask should
I divorce first? What is your
answer?

Scott Trout: I’m a big fan of the strategy of filing first. Don’t file first just
because it’s strategically advantageous, or
has an advantage to it when your marriage has a chance of being saved. It’s odd
to have that recommendation come from
a divorce lawyer in an initial consultation where you say, “Is your marriage
broken? Because I don’t want you filing
if it’s not.” But the reason we suggest it
is, there’s nothing worse than sitting at
counsel table at trial for hours and listening to all the bad facts of your client come
out, and you can’t say anything other
than trying to object continuously to try
to break that flow up. When I have clients
that may have some questionable facts, I
want to get them on the stand right away.
I want them to talk about why the marriage broke up in their words and their
terms and apologize for it. Or I want the
strategic position to be, I’m going after
a certain custody issue and that’s why I
want them to file first. But they have to be
cautious about it, because we always say a
bad marriage is better than a really terrible divorce.
Amy Hoch Hogenson: There is a
myth that the first person to file somehow “wins.” This used to be true when
the rules were different, in that the first

person to file first had a greater advantage over custody and possibly a greater right to staying in the marital home.
That’s changed. A person would need
to file first if there is physical abuse at
issue or emergency custody at issue or
financial (monetary support) issues that
need to be addressed as soon as possible with the court, in other words, issues
where no one can afford to wait to see
what happens. Otherwise, I do not think
it matters whether you file first. Judges
are used to being told two (often varying) stories and hold themselves open to
reserving judgment until all of the evidence has been presented. While some
parties prefer to file first and therefore
present their case first, if the case were
to be tried, having the court, specifically your judge, hear the final evidence
that you present as the second party to
file also has its advantages. This is particularly true in light of the fact that trials often may be spread out over weeks
or months such that having the “final
word” can have a definite advantage.
Kirk Stange: If you look at data, there
are purportedly 50 percent divorce rates
in the country and 40 percent out-ofwedlock birth rates. As a result, certain
judges have heavy dockets with lots of
cases on them. Thus, in some cases, it can
be a slight advantage to file first in terms
of setting the issues during a trial and
making a first impression. In other words,
judges can sometimes get an initial
impression relatively early in a case when
they hear certain evidence. In some cases,
that can be hard to overcome. On the other hand, some judges may not be swayed
as quickly in terms of gaining an impression about a case. In these cases, one
might argue that there is an advantage to
counter-punch in a case. So, while many
might want a bright line rule, the reality is there can be pros and cons to both.
But all things being equal, there may be a
slight advantage to filing first in terms of
setting the issues in a case during a trial.
However, if a case ultimately settles short
of a trial, it probably will not make a difference. Also, no attorney should ever
advise a client to file first if the marriage
is savable. The last thing I would state is
sometimes you get jurisdictional questions in a custody case under the UCCJEA
in terms of what state a child custody case
will be litigated in if the parties are living
in different states. And, sometimes, that
can be critically important and can necessitate the need for filing first.
Marta Papa: If I file first, I can kind
of set the tone for the amount of animosity in the case. For instance, if there
are children involved and I file first and
I file for sole physical custody of the
children and I claim the other parent
is abusive and I ask for a child Order of
Protection and so on — those are fighting words. And the other person is not
going to come back with a no-fault,
irreconcilable differences, kind of
answer. It’s going to up the ante for the
other person when they respond. So
I would say that’s probably one of the
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things that goes to my mind in deciding
whether to file first.
R Is expecting divorcing
parties to settle quickly
reasonable?

Marta Papa: Whether couples settle
in a reasonable way without either party giving in, and whether they settle in a
reasonable amount of time can be based
on the emotional status of each party.
The statistics are that one party thinks
about a divorce for about two years
before it ever comes out of their mouth.
The party that’s been thinking about it
is emotionally ready to let go and take
some of the consequences and the blows
that come with the divorce, and the other party is blindsided. And it’s hard to
get that person to come to a settlement
in a reasonable amount of time. They are
not emotionally ready to let go or talk
about specifics of a divorce yet.
Amy Hoch Hogenson: Divorce is a
process that involves both an emotional
aspect and a practical aspect such that
settling quickly is probably not reasonable. On one hand, there is an emotional aspect to the process in which
people are angry, upset and scared. In
many instances it is hard to emotionally wrap your head around the idea that
the divorce is actually moving forward.
This can often complicate the divorce
and prevent it from moving forward as
quickly. On top of that, husbands and
wives are rarely at the same emotional readiness for divorce. In addition,
there is a practical aspect that depends
on several factors. The first factor is the
overall complexity of your case. Are
there complicated custody issues? Are
there difficult income determinations
for maintenance or child support? Are
there arguments over the marital or
separate classifications of property? Are
there complicated determinations related to a business valuation? The second
factor is completion of the discovery
process, which is necessary to obtain
information to make these determinations. The third factor is the scheduling
among the lawyers and court for available dates for conferences and trials. We
tell most clients to “expect that you’re
going to be with us from start to finish
for probably nine to 12 months, if not
longer, depending up on if the case goes
to trial.” There are rules requiring judges to have their cases completed within
a year. In most cases, judges are pushing us to comply with those rules. In
other instances, depending on the complexity, it may not be possible.

And there are appellate decisions that can
skew it 90-10 in favor of the aggrieved
party. And that may seem on its face
unconscionable or unreasonable, but the
courts have said, “That kind of misconduct that rises to that level, we’re going
to award a substantial amount of disproportion of property.” And then likewise,
you can use it for custody if it affects the
children or is on the children. But generally speaking, in the 20-plus years I’ve
been trying it, we presented misconduct

Marital misconduct can
affect everything regardless
of the law. Your judge is
your jury. They’re derailed
by emotion.
scott trout,

Cordell & Cordell
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R So what effect does marital
misconduct have in a divorce?

Scott Trout: It can affect everything
regardless of the law. Your judge is your
jury. They’re derailed by emotion. They
can like your client or they can hate your
client based upon misconduct. Now obviously in Missouri, misconduct can be
used to disproportionally divide property.
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My experience has been,
if the marital misconduct
can be tied to financial
impact, you see judges
looking at it more.
kirk stange,
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because it affects the decision-maker,
which is the judge.
Kirk Stange: Obviously, there’s
no-fault divorce in Missouri. However, a lot of people confuse this concept of
no-fault divorce by believing that misconduct has no effect whatsoever in the
divorce outcome. At the end of the day,
with no-fault divorce, the issue is that
parties simply need to prove that the
marriage is irretrievably broken to get
divorced. They don’t have to prove fault in
order to get divorced. That is what leads
lots of parties to think marital misconduct is completely irrelevant. In terms
of property division, in Missouri, we are
an equitable division state. There’s lots of
different factors courts look at in terms
of dividing property and debt in a just
manner. However, marital misconduct is
still one factor. In terms of spousal support, there are lots of different factors the
courts can look at after they get past reasonable needs; and one of those factors
is marital misconduct. Marital misconduct can have an effect in terms of child
custody as well, especially if somebody
was having an affair with an individual
who is a felon or who has been in trouble
with authorities in the past. Having said
all of that, courts can be leery in terms of
looking at marital misconduct too much.
In any given case, nobody has behaved
perfectly. My experience has been, if the
marital misconduct can be tied to financial impact, you see judges looking at it
more. So, take a situation where somebody has a gambling problem and they’re
spending marital funds on their gambling
habit. Take a case where a party maybe
has a drug addiction and they’re spending lots of money in terms of purchasing
these drugs, which dissipates the marital
estate. In those cases, I see judges looking
at it a lot more.
R What are some of the special
challenges business owners
and professionals face in
divorce court?

Scott Trout: Valuation. That is probably the No. 1 challenge of either a small
business owner or large businesses
determining its value. You know, if a
guy’s going into divorce or whoever it is
that owns that business has the theory of, “I’m nothing but losses.” And the
other spouse is, “It’s worth millions.”
And so you have typically competing
experts that come into court. It’s determination of, is it personal goodwill or
is it intrinsic goodwill? That’s the one
thing business owners tend to overlook
is, the super majority value may be just
them, which is not a salable asset. It’s
not worth anything without them. But
then getting an appropriate value using
a fair market value approach, getting
the right expert that’s dealing with your
industry, that’s key. And that probably
is the most important thing they can do
as a business owner to make sure the
valuation is appropriate.
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Amy Hoch Hogenson: Besides the valuation determination, many couples run
businesses together and are faced with
determinations as to who will run the
business and who will leave the business
while the litigation is in process and as
part of the final determination at the end
of the case. In many instances you will
run into the complicated corporate issue
of disassociation of one of the parties
from the business, which often involves
notification, buy out, and other strict
terms that have to be complied with to
complete the disassociation.
Marta Papa: I think one of the biggest
challenges for business owners and professionals going through divorce is keeping their personal information private. It

Kirk Stange: Determining income
can be hard for business owners as well.
Obviously, in determining child support
and maintenance, it is a lot easier if you
have somebody who is just a W2 employee who works for somebody else. Business income can fluctuate. There can be
good years, but there can be bad years.
And a court can look at what a business
has done in the past. But trying to forecast what is going to come in the future
can be extremely difficult in these cases
where somebody is a business owner.

R How is social media playing
a role in the courtroom? What
advice do you give your clients
on this?

Amy Hoch Hogenson: Just assume
the judge is going to see anything that
you post, whether it be on LinkedIn,
whether it be on Facebook or Twitter
or any other social media. I think you
have to extend caution to clients about
what they are posting. I think you have
to extend caution to clients to inform
them and keep them informed that they

are under an obligation in the middle
of litigation that they cannot be taking down their Facebook page or things
they posted on LinkedIn, because it’s a
spoliation of evidence rule. With marital misconduct, one of the predominant
ways we’re seeing this becoming more
of an issue is where people are posting things, and then a spouse is somehow through a friend of a friend picking up on this. And so we are more than
in years past having exhibits of people’s
Continued on next Page
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is very difficult to get a judge to “seal” a
court file. So the best way to ensure private corporate or personal information
does not become public is to resolve the
issues of divorce privately out of court
and not request that the judge decide
anything. The perfect process to accomplish this goal is mediation. I’ve mediated
the divorces of St. Louis sports franchise
owners, TV personalities, politicians,
newscasters, journalists, CEOs, bank
presidents and other high-profile clients
and no information from their cases has
ever been leaked to the public or press.
The most anyone can ever find out is the
date of their divorce. I’ve even filed some
of these cases in other jurisdictions than
St. Louis, but still in Missouri, so no one
even knows which courthouse has their
divorce information. These clients have
been very appreciative of the mediation
process and the security of their private
information.

The Authority on Mediation in St. Louis, Missouri
Many of our clients come to us with the goal of settling their divorce in an efficient and affordable
manner. If you are concerned about litigation costs, conflict with your spouse or the impact of divorce
on your children, you should consider mediation. The mediation process is a constructive and
efficient way to reach a positive settlement agreement in your divorce.
Marta Papa is a highly reputable mediator and is considered an authority on mediation nationwide.
She has successfully completed over 4,000 mediated divorces, many for businesses owners and
professionals, to protect their privacy and integrity.
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Facebook page, things they’re putting
on LinkedIn if there’s an employment
issue, how many jobs have they applied
to, how many contacts do they have,
what are they trying to do. It’s determined in many ways to be just a goldmine for trial.
Kirk Stange: Past the marital misconduct, one of the most interesting components to social media is that people oftentimes like to puff or brag on social media.
At the same time, they’re coming into
the courtroom and they’re saying, “Business is going bad. The income’s down.
Things aren’t good.” And then you look at
their LinkedIn page and maybe there’s a
resume up, and they’re talking about how
much income their business has generated. Or they talk about the multiple locations of their business. I’ve seen lots of
those instances where the LinkedIn page
or the social media page can be a great
source of a client being impeached on the
stand at trial. Lots of folks also like to put
pictures up of the new boat or other lavish assets. Maybe they purchased some
new jewelry, which was really expensive, or bought a new vacation home. So,
past just the marital misconduct piece,
which I think a lot of people are prone
to think about when they think about
social media evidence, individuals going
through a divorce have to be very careful about bragging online. This can come
back and haunt a client in a divorce.
Scott Trout: I don’t think there’s anything useful on social media at all from a
divorce. I have never used social media to
my advantage to support my client. I’ve
only used it to hurt the other side. We ask
that on our intake sheet. Do you or your
spouse have a social media account? Then
we will tell them, “Don’t use it. It is not
helpful. It only will hurt you, period.”
R Do they listen?

Scott Trout: They do for the most
part. I would say the super majority,
when I explain to them that I will show
them a picture that is taken completely out of context, and maybe there’s
a bottle of vodka in the background,
but they’re not drinking it, I can twist
it that they’re an alcoholic in front of
their child, that they party 24/7, and
they get that. They understand that our
job as lawyers is to take an event and
perhaps throw an idea out in front of
the person that may not like you very
much, which is the judge. They’ll listen.
R What was the latest
research on the effects of
divorce on children?

Marta Papa: I have studied that in
great detail. The latest research is that it
is the conflict between the parents that
hurts the children the most. It’s not the
divorce, per se. So when mom and dad
are in conflict, young children don’t

feel like they can honor both parents. If
mom doesn’t like dad, then I can’t love
both mom and dad. That’s how a child’s
brain works until junior high school or
so. So the children have to say, “Who’s
the good guy and who’s the bad guy?”
And, be on the good guy’s side and be
mad at the bad guy in the divorce. The
effects of that in asking very young
children, maybe under the age of five,
to decide who’s the bad guy, is that the
children begin a lifelong distrust of that
set. So if they pick dad, they don’t trust
men; if they pick mom as the bad guy,
they don’t trust women. And that lasts
long into their 20s and 30s, and it curbs
their ability to form trusting, long-lasting relationships with that set in the
future. It could doom them from having
a successful marriage when they grow
up if that train of thought, the decision they made when they were five,
when we wouldn’t even let them decide
what to wear to school, lasts into their
20s and 30s, and them having children.
So when parents are getting divorced,
they need to remember to keep the conflict away from the children. In mediation, we actually teach parties how to
decrease the conflict between them,
and that usually spells out what the
next five, 10, 15 years are going to be
like after the divorce, which is one of
the reasons why I’m such a strong proponent of mediation.
R So Scott, Cordell & Cordell
is unique in being the only
international family law firm
that focuses on protecting
the rights of men. What
similarities have you noticed
between the challenges faced
by men, either in St. Louis or
throughout the world?

Scott Trout: We opened in London
this year. And the stereotypical perception was that it would be vastly different. That what guys in London faced
would be very different than what guys
in America faced. But what we discovered was it’s not. The exact issues that

happened here, whether it deals with
maximizing custody for guys, keeping
them involved in their children’s lives
from a legal custody perspective, making sure that their businesses aren’t
overvalued, is exactly what we found
in London. It surprised me because the
perception over there was that it wasn’t
as emotional as it is over here. And so
it was easy for us to take what we do
here and transplant it to London successfully, because they have the same
complaints.
R Kirk, are character
witnesses important in family
law cases? And which parent is
most likely to allow contact
with the other parent?

Kirk Stange: Lots of parties contemplate the idea of bringing a character
witness into court for a child custody
case, for example. They think that maybe calling their brother, their sister, their
mom, their aunt, their uncle or their
friend to come in and say that they’re a
person of good character. For many, their
viewpoint is that this is going to help
them. The reality of the situation is that
these witnesses are easily impeached in
court as being biased. Maybe they have
their own personal motive in terms of
coming into court and saying these great
things about their friend or relative.
Ultimately, what parties need to spend a
lot of time contemplating in the custody portion of a divorce are other witnesses who might have stories to tell that
could be helpful. So, take a sports coach
of a team in which the kids are participating. Take a schoolteacher, or maybe a doctor, or somebody who knows
both the parties from a social club.
Those witnesses do not have a personal motive in most instances. They don’t
have an axe to grind. They don’t stand
to benefit from the results of the case.
So, asking the sports coach to tell a story of good parenting they saw the mom
or dad exhibit; or asking the teacher
about good parenting they saw the mom
or dad exhibit might be helpful. That is

much more persuasive than the idea of
bringing character witnesses into the
courtroom. Any attorney who’s competent can take apart a character witness
who’s a friend or relative pretty easily.
In terms of what parent is more likely to
allow custody to the other parent, that is
one of the factors courts look at in determining the best interest of the child. This
can be difficult for a lot of parties, especially when there are a lot of emotions
out there or when people are upset with
each other about the divorce. At times,
there can be a tendency for one parent
to want to withhold visitation or contact
to the other parent. In the vast majority of cases, unless one party is a threat to
the kids, unless they’re abusive in some
capacity, it’s really important for parents
to be above board by allowing contact
and visitation with the other parent. It’s
been mentioned today already that the
judge is like a jury in a divorce. The judge
has to make a determination in terms of
what’s in the best interest of the child.
This can be very subjective. Thus, parents that are above board by giving visitation and contact with the other parent usually come out very well in terms
of child custody in a divorce. On other
hand, parents that look spiteful, mean,
vindictive, and who withhold visitation
or contact with the other parent, oftentimes come out very poorly in the custody portion of a divorce.
R Judges aren’t the same county to county. Can you address
that and what that means?

Amy Hoch Hogenson: I think there’s
some uniformity in the determination
the judges start with, which is, what is in
the best interest of the child? From there,
courts are going to consider a number
of different factors from what the parents’ wishes or desires, or the proposed
parenting plan may be, where the parents have been located, or whether they
may relocate, which parent is going to be
more willing to offer custody, I say be the
generous parent. And so in looking at all
of those, it’s difficult to make a uniform
determination. In addition, I think that
judges utilize certain tools in the form of
third parties. Third parties like guarding
ad litems. Those are generally attorneys
who have taken some additional course
work to help guide or make recommendations to the judge. And those people
can vary in terms of some of their opinions. You have other third parties, like
child psychiatrists a therapist that may
be seeing the children. You may call or
ask for a custody evaluation or a psychiatric evaluation to determine what
mental health issues a parent may have.
And so because all these factors differ in
terms of the child’s age, where we’re at in
the divorce, where the parents are, what
mental health or other issues the parents
may have, it causes a need for discretion
with each judge.
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